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Full-ceramic, multibarrier
@

waste package

for disposal of radionuclides
and other hazardous materials
in crystalline, clay or salt host rock
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SAFETY GOAL
The management and storage of
radioactive and toxic waste must
guarantee the protection of human
health and environment today and
in future without intolerable impact
on future generations.

FULL CERAMIC ENCAPSULATION:

TRIPLE C@
WASTE PACKAGE

HIGH-TECH CERAMIC SILICON CARBIDE SSiC CONTAINER
as corrosion resistant barrier for the long-term immobilization of hazardous materials

Nuclear waste contains elements and/or compounds
with different physical and chemical
properties which aggressively corrode
from inside the wall of metallic canisters and
can be released in the environment.

SSiC is pressureless sintered silicon carbide. It can be synthesized in any amount as industrial mass product
to reasonable prices from the abundantly available raw materials silicon dioxide (sand) and carbon.

SSiC distinguishes from other silicon carbide types by superior properties and is therefore predestinated
for applications with extreme requirements like the disposal of nuclear waste:

high corrosion resistance

gas-tightness (no open pores)

extreme long-term stability

high temperature resistance
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ENGINEERED MULTIBARRIER SYSTEM
Technical barriers (like specially designed
waste packages) and natural barriers (like deep
geological rock formations) isolate the
radioactive and toxic materials from the
biosphere.

Civil and military human activities generate nuclear waste, containing radionuclides and other
hazardous materials, which must be strictly isolated from the biosphere for a very long time (1 Million years):

HAZARD POTENTIAL OF NUCLEAR WASTE
- highly radioactive
- highly toxic
- fissile material for critical assemblies and nuclear explosives
- heat generation
- extremely high concentrations of hazardous materials

CERAMIC ENCAPSULATION

The main retention barrier:

waste material

*) in compliance with: Geological Disposal: Generic Specification for waste
packages containing high heat generating waste, WPSGD no. WPS/240/01
Radioactive Waste Management, February 2016

ceramic potting

SSIC container

carbon concrete cask

wasteform

waste container

- all types of spent fuel elements
- vitrified waste from reprocessing

- ensuring subcritical geometry
- contributes to containment

main retention barrier

- mechanical stability during transport in disposal
position and under geomechanical load
handling

- contributes to containment
-

our approach:
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spent fuel element fibre bag cargo lifter with shock absorbers

additional diffusion barrier

SSiC container

ceramic potting carbon concrete

The governing factor in judging the disposability is the overall performance
of the waste package as a whole, rather than that of its components.
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WASTE PACKAGE -
for all types of host rock:
CRYSTALLINE, CLAY, SALT

MARKER

0,7 m

5.5 m

Ceramic potting
Ceramic SSiC container
Carbon concrete cask
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CERAMIC SSiC CONTAINER
as IN-LINER or OVERPACK-
monolithic or segmented

vitrified HLW in
SSiC overpack

HTR pebbles in
SSiC container

POTTING -
an additional
safety feature
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PWR fuel element
in SSiC container
with potting material
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